March 2021

An update from Hugh Fell (he/him), the Chair of FFLAG

Our President, Jenny Broughton MBE, has been unwell recently and asked me to write the
introduction to this issue of FFLAG’s newsletter on her behalf. I am pleased to be able to begin
by telling you that Jenny is recovering steadily and expects to take up her pen (keyboard?)
well before it is time for her to contribute to the next FFLAG newsletter.
PRIDE
The announcement of a “road map” out of lockdown has enabled Pride event organisers to
start planning this year’s events. This is exciting after the disappointment of last year’s
cancellations. Although uncertainty about exact arrangements will remain until closer to the
time, these are some of the real-life events that have been announced in cities near our local
groups. Pride Cymru hasn’t yet announced arrangements for an event in Cardiff, but I have
my fingers crossed that we will see you at one or more of these parades.
Saturday 10th July
Saturday 28th August
Saturday 11th September
Saturday 11th September
Saturday 25th September

Bristol Pride
Manchester Pride Parade
Pride in London
Gloucestershire Pride
Birmingham Pride Parade

NETWORK NEWS
This issue contains positive news from many local groups about how they have adapted their
activities to maintain family support despite the Covid lockdown restrictions. Many say they
will continue to offer virtual meetings in addition to physical gatherings after those restrictions
are lifted, just as FFLAG will probably hold some trustees’ meetings by Zoom in future. The
ingenuity and determination of the committee-members running the local support groups is an
inspiration and I am particularly impressed that New Road found a way to hold Covid-safe
meetings in Covid-secure premises rented for this purpose.
Special congratulations are due to Jules Tayler of FFLAG Cheltenham for winning
Gloucestershire’s Organisational Upstander Award 2020 for her work with local LGBT+ groups
and families. This recognition of Jules’ work with other LGBT+ groups in her area
demonstrates how much the support of parents and other allies is valued in the community.
A WONDERFUL LEGACY
In our last newsletter I described the launch of our booklet “U=U: When someone you love is
diagnosed with HIV”, a labour of love begun by the late Hatta Hodson and completed after

Hatta’s death by Janice Fakes. The heartening news it contains has evoked gratitude from a
number of readers. Recently, FFLAG learned that Hatta left us a significant legacy in her Will,
a gift that typified the generosity of spirit felt by all of us who ever met her. The trustees are
deeply grateful to her for inspiring the publication of our booklet and for this unexpected gift.
IT’S A SIN
HIV has been much in the news recently as a result of the enormous public reaction to Russell
T Davies’s five-part series, “It’s A Sin”, which was screened recently on Channel 4. A number
of young people, both straight and LGBT+, have asked me whether the social, medical, legal
and political attitudes towards gay men were really as bad as portrayed in this series. Their
shock and disbelief that the series was accurate is heartening proof of how much social
attitudes have changed for the better. However, recent events have led the trustees of FFLAG
to conclude that the charity must once again campaign for LGBT+ equality, a task we believed
had ended when the Equalities legislation was passed in the first decade of this century.
Please read the article here for more information about why we need to prepare.
FAITH AND IDENTITY
In our last issue we featured an article about Mosaic Youth Centre. In February they invited
FFLAG’s network of local groups to join what turned out to be a fascinating online discussion
about Faith & LGBT+ identity between eminent Buddhist, Christian, Hindu and Muslim
participants. Imam Daayiee Abdullah, Om Dhumatkar, the Revd. Jide Macaulay, Jayne
Ozanne, and Shraddha Siddhi all offered compelling accounts of their journeys and beliefs. If
you missed the live event, a recording is available here.
HOW DO I TELL MY CHILDREN?
We have included an article about Rainbow Dads in this issue. A growing number of LGBT+
individuals approach FFLAG about coming out to their partners and children, so we are
working with Rainbow Dads and others with the aim of producing a support booklet that
addresses the emotional processes and worries that can arise. If you or anyone you know is
able and willing to contribute personal experience to this project, please contact us by emailing
my-story@fflag.org.uk.
I hope you will enjoy reading this issue of our newsletter and I look forward to us being able
to meet again in person soon.
o - O - o - O - o

What’s in the newsletter?
FFLAG campaigns again
News from local groups: Families Together London, FFLAG Bristol, FFLAG Cheltenham,
Free2B, Manchester Parents Group, New Road, Ricochet
Rainbow Dads
Book review: Tell it out
Fostering at Redbridge
Can you help FFLAG?

FFLAG campaigned hard 25 years ago for an equal age of
consent and the removal of many other injustices. The attacks
on the rights of trans people mean the Board of FFLAG have
decided they will go back to campaigning. This time in support
of our trans friends and family members.
The hostility seen in recent months towards LGBT+ people, especially trans individuals, in the
media, public life and in Parliament is displaying a pattern that cannot be ignored by a charity
that was founded to campaign for, and to defend, fair and equal treatment for all members of
our families. Here are some recent examples that have concerned us.







In August 2020, the BBC removed all charities and organisations supporting
transgender people and their families from their Action Line resources. FFLAG’s
response can be read here.
In November 2020, the UK Government published proposals to amend the building
regulations to compel the provision of “gender-specific toilets for men and women”.
Our submission to the consultation points out the one-sided outline given by
government of the issues at stake and the total omission of the obvious benefits of
gender-neutral toilet provision for all families. It can be read here.
In December, the High Court ruled that the Tavistock Clinic’s procedures for
prescribing puberty-blockers was flawed, with the result that our NHS has suspended
such treatment pending appeal. The impact on families with youngsters approaching
puberty has been extremely serious and FFLAG’s position is outlined here.
This month, Parliament debated a petition asking the Government to fulfil its
commitment given in 2018 and subsequently repeated by the Prime Minister, to ban
conversion “therapy”. The Government Minister’s luke-warm response to the debate
led three eminent members of its own Advisory Panel to resign, with one, Jayne
Ozanne, stating her concern that the attitudes that led to Clause 28 being passed in
1988 (banning the “promotion of same-sex relationships as a pretend family
relationship”) are once again present in the UK government. The Government has
reacted by stating that it will now legislate a ban. FFLAG will be watching closely
when the draft Bill is published to make sure that gender identity is as fully protected
as sexuality from the evil of so-called conversion “therapy”.

If you are willing to help FFLAG defend LGBT+ people in general and stand up for trans rights
in particular, please let us know (by emailing admin@fflag.org.uk). We need to know who we
can contact to help us (for example, by writing to their MP, local authority or school governor)
if it becomes necessary to campaign for our children once again.

Bruce Kent (he/him) and Sue Allen (she/her) update us
on the work of FFLAG Bristol during the pandemic.

The mums and dads at FFLAG Bristol have been continuing to hold our monthly meetings
during the Covid-19 lockdown period on Zoom instead of face-to-face. This has been a great
encouragement to us, enabling us to keep in contact and encourage one another as we
support our children during this difficult time. It is something we are looking to continue even
beyond the current lockdown period.
The new format has been especially beneficial for new guests, because they can now join in
our meetings more easily. They don’t have to travel to Bristol. They can contribute as little or
as much as they feel comfortable with and can drop in for as long as they want.
One of the yearly highlights for FFLAG Bristol is being invited to Bath University to meet up
with regular and new students from their LGBT+ Society. This annual event is now in its 15th
year. 2020 however was obviously a much different event: we couldn’t do the usual meet up
but that didn’t stop us, oh no! We all found ourselves young and older in the age of ZOOM! So
in November we had our first Zoom meeting with them and we were thrilled that so many took
time out of their very busy schedules to join us. Some felt for whatever reason to blank their
screen with just a name but it was ok, we were still able to communicate.
There were nine members from FFLAG Bristol, four sets of parents and our very good friend
John who as an over 80’s gay man was able to give them an excellent insight of what it was
like being a gay man living in the 40’s and 50’s. These young people hung onto his every word
and it was a real eye-opener for us to watch their faces, which were at times in sheer disbelief.
John has of course a myriad of stories, some very funny but some not, like when he talked
about the friends he had lost due to HIV/AIDS and what it was like living a dual life for many
years. We were able to share with the students FFLAG’s newest booklet “U=U When someone
you love is diagnosed with HIV”. These and FFLAG’s other booklets can be downloaded or
ordered from the website, www.fflag.org.uk
All the Zoom meetings are confidential and guests need to check on FFLAG Bristol’s website
for contact details, https://bristol.fflag.org.uk/ So, wherever you happen to be, if you, your
family, or your friends need support, reassurance or information and would like to chat with
other parents on Zoom, please call Sue or Janet in complete confidence – you can find their
contact details on our website.

FFLAG Cheltenham is one of FFLAG’s newest affiliated groups but
always incredibly active. Jules Tayler (she/her) sent us this update
of what has been happening since our last newsletter.

As yet another lockdown came into being, FFLAG Cheltenham once again found itself having
to curtail its activities. Although we have no parents as such forming a group, we have taken
on the role of getting FFLAG out there loud and proud.
Sadly, all the usual events we regularly attend haven’t happened during 2020. However, that
does not mean things have stopped. We have responded to various parents online and have
worked quietly in the background on other LGBT+ matters.
Thanks to FFLAG Bristol who kindly asked me to a couple of their online meetings. It is always
a joy to join other parents and talk about our journeys.
I did volunteer in person at the Transgender Day of
Remembrance event at the Unitarian church in Cheltenham
in November and we had a few visitors. There was also an
online vigil in the evening organised by the LGBT+
Partnership which was most moving. FFLAG trustee Sarah
Furley spoke very eloquently at this.
FFLAG Cheltenham continues to be an active member of the
LGBT+
Partnership
(see
their
website
at
www.lgbtchelt.co.uk)
Do have a look at the new website
(this is me wearing another hat!) - plenty of information and
support particularly in and around Gloucestershire.
Lastly, and I really am not one to blow my own
trumpet, I was nominated for a Gloucestershire We
Are One Upstander Award.
I was told that my
nomination “was based on your advocacy for the
LGBTQIA+ community including founding the FFLAG
Cheltenham branch and working with the LGBT+
Partnership. Your ability to help make people feel
calm, safe, listened to and never judged was
specifically mentioned.”
Nobody was more surprised than me when at the
online awards ceremony in October, I was told that I
had won the “Gloucestershire Organisational
Upstander Award 2020”. I accepted it on behalf of all
who support and stand proudly with their rainbow
family and friends.
But for my wonderful lesbian daughter, I would not
have had my eyes opened and a life that has been
enriched beyond measure.
And that’s it from FFLAG Cheltenham!

Families Together London is a support group for the parents,
families and friends of LGBT+ people. Jackie Briggs (she/her), a
member of the Steering Committee, provided us with an update
Strangely enough, Families Together London has grown since the pandemic began. I think
this is because we are conducting all our meetings via Zoom and this means that people who
live too far away to make either Battersea or Kings Cross can easily access Zoom meetings.
One aspect I was concerned about was that we would lose the tangible, emotional connection
that we have achieved when meeting in person but no, it is still very much present and the
support and love emanating from the screen is something to behold. So, as much as it would
be great to meet and greet in person, this system is working out pretty well.
As I mentioned in our last FFLAG Newsletter article, we have started a specific sub-group
called FTL-T which addresses the needs of parents who have transgender child/ren who are
either thinking about transitioning, going through the process or have completed the process.
We are in communication with Free2B Alliance. They focus on the under-18s, whereas we
represent the 18 plus age bracket. One of our members, David Wheeler, has taken FTL-T
under his wing and he has produced this update:
We currently have a WhatsApp group that has recently rapidly expanded to 22
members representing 21 sets of parents of transgender children. We are meeting
online for an hour and a half once a month (last Saturday each month at 11am) to
share our concerns, feelings and insights supportively with each other. Between
meetings there is often an exchange of views or Q+A via WhatsApp. Most of our
children are adults in their twenties; a few are teenagers. Some have transitioned
already and some are awaiting psychotherapy and/or medical treatment. We all
struggle or have struggled with the huge emotional challenge that such radical changes
in our children pose - how we balance our concerns about treatment with our sense of
loss of the child we knew (or thought we knew) and with our need to maintain an
ongoing loving relationship with our offspring. This, and related themes, form a big part
of the conversations we have together as a group.
Needless to say, we don’t have our usual great lunches and speakers coming to visit us on
Saturdays but we have welcomed a number of speakers who have attended some of our
online meetings over the last year. Here are some of them:





Simon Harper, Executive Producer of Holby City and Casualty
Laura Scarrone, who is a Clinical Psychologist for people who are transgender
Elly Barnes, who runs ‘Educate and Celebrate’, a schools support group
Adrian Hanstock, Deputy Chief Constable of British Transport Police

So you can see that even with Covid-19 being present we are able to provide great speakers
who are always so generous with their personal accounts of life plus providing us with their
professional knowledge on their given subject.

We have some other things going on at FTL but I can’t divulge them yet!! Watch this space.
But in the meantime, take care and let’s keep rooting for our LGBT community. You can
learn more about what we do at our website at www.familiestogetherlondon.com

Free2B Alliance is a South London based community
organisation supporting LGBTQ+ young people and their
parents. The parents’ group is affiliated to FFLAG and
Lucie Brooke (she/her), one of the directors, gave us an
update on their work during the pandemic.
FREE2B YOUTH SERVICE
In response to the UK-wide lockdown, like many community organisations we had to reimagine
our services and launch online. We are hugely grateful to The Proud Trust who generously
shared their digital youth work guidance with us as members of the I.U.K.I. LGBT+ Youth Work
Network. This enabled us to quickly and effectively develop protocols and ensure safeguarding
remained central to our work. And with thanks to our youth council, Rainbow Power, we trialled
online platforms ready to launch on the 27th March 2020.
In line with the digital youth work guidance we divided up our two main clubs into several
themed groups to ensure numbers were manageable. From March through to August we
delivered:
18
22
4
22
36
16

Book / film clubs
Wellbeing sessions
Trans wellbeing sessions
Gapsters junior groups (for ages 9 – 13)
Gap youth club activities
Gap social sessions

We additionally launched a wide range of online resources including wellbeing tools, activity
factsheets and support videos which we’ve made available via a member-only area on our
website.
From August through to December we were able to return in person following Covid Guidelines
and as we headed into the new year we are once again fully online.
Throughout the pandemic we have been so impressed by the creativity of our youth group
members. Here is an example of their acrostic poetry
C haos
O ppression
V ulnerability
I ridescent
D efend the NHS

C an’t go
O n living this
V ivid
I nsufferable
D ream

S peak it
H elps when you
O verthink and are
U nable
T o stop

PROUD PARENTS
Proud Parents is our support group for parents of gender variant children. The group moved
online and has remained so throughout the pandemic. We currently meet fortnightly via Zoom.
We have delivered a range of sessions to meet parents’ needs including peer support,
wellbeing sessions and guest speakers - with individuals sharing their transition stories and
professionals providing information and answering parents’ questions.
Thanks to FFLAG we were also able to provide a fabulous two-hour workshop delivered by
the Intercom Trust exploring Gender Variance in History and Culture.
You can find out more at our website www.free2b-alliance.org.uk

Lois Fitzpatrick (she/her), one of the organisers of
Manchester Parents’ Group sent us an update on
what they have been doing during lockdown.

As you may know, Manchester Parents Group were very proud to be awarded the Queen’s
Award for Voluntary Services in 2020. We were due to attend a garden party at Buckingham
Palace this year but, sadly, all the garden parties have been cancelled due to the pandemic.
As you can imagine we were very disappointed.
We went online to keep our monthly meetings going. They have been extremely popular. We
have been able to support parents both in groups and in individual online meet ups where they
have specific issues. Parents from the group have also been involved with the Proud Trust in
the “Under One Roof” project. This is an online group supporting parents whose kids have
come out as trans.
We have also added our name to protests relating to changes to various parliamentary actions
regarding trans people throughout the year. In addition we have continued to work closely
with Sparkle: the National Transgender Charity. We also supported the “We Are The 70%”
rally in Manchester, which was organised by Sparkle. Several of our mums and their kids
have spoken at various rallies around the North West in support of the trans community. In
August we took part in a “virtual” pride parade for Manchester Pride where we were filmed
standing up for LGBT+ rights. We were also included in a “virtual” parade for Bolton Pride in
September. So despite the lockdowns and the limitations put on us by the virus we have still
managed to be very active.
You can read more about the activities of the Manchester Parents’ Group at their
website at https://manpg.co.uk/
o - O - o - O - o

Ricochet provides support across all of Dorset and
Hazel (she/her) sent us an update on what they do.

Ricochet is a support group for the parents, families and friends of lesbian, gay and bisexual
people across the Dorset region. In addition, our website has been updated to include links
for family/friends of gender diverse people seeking support in our area.
We support people in a number of ways and the initial contact is usually over the phone. We
ask people to drop us an email and then we arrange a confidential telephone conversation
and offer ongoing support.
We have a core membership of parents in the group. Before the pandemic we would meet
up socially twice a year and invite new people that have contacted our group.
You can read more about us, and get our contact details on our website which is at
http://www.ricochet-dorset.org/

New Road is a FFLAG affiliated group based in the Midlands.
They describe themselves as “a group of parents and carers in
Worcestershire and South Birmingham area, whose children
have come out to them.”
Due to the continuing Covid-19 situation we have seen an increase in parents contacting us
via Facebook and email in particular.
We have taken guidance from an expert committee member who works in NHS planning and
from a number of supportive venues. Consequently, as well as online Zoom meetings, we
have been able to hold a number of face to face meetings in a Covid secure environment.
Everyone was wearing masks and socially distanced and we had plenty of hand sanitiser
available. We have taken this approach because Zoom is not suitable for everyone in all
situations. This has proved successful for a number of new parents who have attended and
provided positive feedback.
We are also working on a guidance leaflet to cover a number of things a parent may be feeling
or have questions about, including local LGBTQI+ friendly local services and GP practices.
This is still work in progress and possible due to the kind donation from a Twitter supporter
who engaged with us over our collaboration with the Naz and Matt foundation over their Out
and Proud parents day.
If you want to know more about what New Road are doing, they have a very informative
website at www.newroadparents.org

o - O - o - O - o

One of the most widely used resources we have at FFLAG are
the booklets we produce on a range of LGBT+ family related
topics. We are currently researching a new one, “How do I tell
my children?”, aimed at LGBT+ mums and dads who want to
come out to their children. As part of our research we have
been talking to Nicholas McInerny (he/him) who among other
things produces the “Rainbow Dads” podcast. We asked him
to tell us about it for our newsletter.
Back in 2014, I was commissioned by BBC R4 to write “HOW TO HAVE A PERFECT
MARRIAGE”. It focused on a couple who’d been together nearly twenty years and had two
daughters – and then the husband comes out as Gay. Of all the 30 plus radio dramas I have
written it was by far the most successful – I was invited onto Woman’s Hour and wrote an
article for the Times. It clearly struck a chord – there are a lot of married gay men out there. I
wrote four series in all, and it was nominated for a Radio Drama Award.
In 2019 I was approached by Richard Shannon, a friend who was himself going through the
painful process of accepting his Bi-sexuality and what that meant. By now the Podcast had
started its ascent into world domination – the ‘punk rock’ of radio – irreverent, democratic,
uncensored. Richard suggested we make a series of Podcasts about our experiences as 50something men growing up gay/bi in a straight world, marrying – and then facing the
consequences of dealing with our truth.

It seemed like another wonderful opportunity to share
experiences – I thought immediately how immensely
useful it might have been for me years earlier when I felt
so alone. Richard had access to professional recording
equipment so we could guarantee a level of
professionalism. It was my job to find some other Dads.
I was very keen to try and find as diverse a bunch as
possible. With help from some Facebook sites, I was put
in touch with Arnet, Jeremy, Pritpal and Alex. They
agreed to come up to London for two days over a
weekend in April 2019.
Richard and I divided the subject into six distinct areas –
which we then recorded chronologically to allow our Dads
to overcome stage fright and gradually allow themselves
to unwind, digging deep into each episode. We were
blessed with an extraordinary range of stories – an arranged marriage, an evangelical church,
an abusive father, a lifelong obsession with David Bowie – and we knew we had something
special. Afterwards I recorded an introduction to each episode, and my daughter provided
music.
We launched the series via Podbean (link below) in September
2019, with a small reception at Switchboard, who have been
incredibly supportive. When Phillip Schofield came out in
February 2020 – I appeared on C5 news, BBC Radio and did a
podcast for the Guardian (link below). We currently have over
7500 listens. We were nominated for a Brit Podcast Award 2020
and won the Silver Award for best Podcast in the Radio
Community Awards
As important have been the connections we have made – with
the Naz and Matt Foundation, the Family Equality Organisation
(USA) and of course FFLAG. I have personally received emails
and letters from many men around the world who are going
through this journey – and I truly believe we have managed to
make a small difference.
We are discussing the next series and think we would like to do something around Rainbow
Mums, and also Rainbow Kids. We are open to suggestions.
Here are the links to a couple of podcasts we have done – I hope you enjoy them.
Rainbow Dads nominated for Best Wellbeing Podcast (British Podcast Awards)2020
(podbean.com)
What is it like to come out late in life? – podcast | News | The Guardian

When the European Network of Parents’ of LGBTI+ Persons
produced a book of parents’ stories we wanted to know
more. It was reviewed for us by Bruce Kent (he/him), who
was one of our trustees for many years and is now one of
FFLAG’s ambassadors.
Our fellow parents of LGBT+ people in Europe have produced a powerfully moving booklet
filled with 26 separate personal parents’ stories. These intimate and heartfelt stories remind
us at once of how there is still so much discrimination against LGBT+ people in many countries
around the world and (despite our difficulties) how fortunate so many of us are here in the UK
by comparison.
The booklet, written entirely in English, is a true labour of love and dedication, created by
parents who all share a common dream with us – to see our children live their lives in societies
and communities that welcome and affirm them with dignity and love. They write in their
introduction, “The joy we parents feel whenever we see our children find the love of their life;
content with their job; welcomed by other communities; living a sense of purpose and
belonging … it makes every effort we’ve made worthwhile. We are happy only when our
children are happy.”
The testimonials come from countries as far apart as Ireland, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Turkey,
Ukraine, Latvia, Albania and Lithuania, for example. When my wife, Janet, and I were able to
represent FFLAG at a parents’ conference in Kiev in Ukraine back in November 2016, we had
the privilege of meeting many of these parents ourselves. Unlike us, who were generously
sponsored by our own government, mothers from Russia attended at their own cost and were
able to tell us of the persecution of their gay sons and the interrogations they themselves had
to endure at the hands of the secret police.
Story after story that we heard at
that conference was of prejudice,
homophobia, opposition at Pride
events and abuses, verbal, mental
and physical. This booklet was,
therefore, particularly meaningful
to us. These stories from parents
don’t, however, focus on the
negative aspects of having
LGBT+ youngsters but rather are
full of hope, despite the difficulties.
They encourage us to believe that
we can, indeed, make a difference
when we work together. They
give a powerful insight into the
importance of loving, encouraging
parents in environments that are
at times hostile.
The European Network of Parents of LGBTI+ Persons (ENP) was formed back in 2017 to offer
solidarity to families that are being marginalized and rejected, so unjustly. It is doing vital and
much needed work. The ENB Board conclude the booklet by saying that “To change the
world, we need to act together”. They urge parents to consider linking arms across the national
boundaries to make an impact on behalf of those who need support. If you would like to know
more, feel free to contact the ENP at info@enparents.org.

We don’t normally do advertisements. But the
London Borough of Redbridge is so keen to have
LGBT+ foster carers they specially asked us to
publicise this request.

New Year, New Challenge
I will save more money. I will eat more healthily. Why not make a new year’s
resolution which will change a life?
We often take some things for granted. Taking our children to the park or to a
playground; collecting leaves when on a woodland walk and making a picture with
them when we get home; jumping in puddles; getting your wellies stuck in thick
mud. Many children in Redbridge, however, have never experienced these fun and
free activities. A care leaver remembers the time that she was fostered and her foster
parents took her for a picnic in a park, “I had never had a picnic in a park before. I
was 11. It was so exciting. I could actually be a child for the first time.”
If you have the space in your heart and home to foster a child and want to truly make
a
difference
to
a
child’s
life
in
2021
and
beyond, please
email fostering@redbridge.gov.uk or call us on 020 8708 6068.
We can’t wait to hear from you!

Can you help FFLAG?
FFLAG is a tiny charity run entirely by volunteers.
If you can, please help to secure our future by supporting us financially.

Standing
orders & Gift
Aid

Please download and complete the forms from the Downloads section
of our website www.fflag.org.uk/booklets-posters-forms/

Cheques

Please send cheques to PO Box 495, Little Stoke, Bristol BS34 9AP

Credit and
debit cards &
PayPal

Click the “Donate Today” button on any page of our website
www.fflag.org.uk

Give As You
Live

Over 4,400 UK retail businesses, such as Boots, John Lewis, Marks &
Spencer, Next and many more will donate up to 10% to FFLAG when
you shop online from them. For more details see
www.giveasyoulive.com/join/fflag

AmazonSmile

If you shop at Amazon, please make FFLAG your nominated charity for
us to receive 0.5% of the value of your eligible purchases. For more
details see https://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/about

“Supporting Families and our LGBT+ loved ones with Pride”
FFLAG, PO BOX 495, Little Stoke, Bristol, BS34 9AP
Website: www.fflag.org.uk

E-mail: info@fflag.org.uk
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